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Agilent Technologies:
Making Your Network Dreams Real
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has provided the capacity service

create a breakthrough, all-optical photonic

capacity expansion needs for
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telecommunication service providers.
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And experts predict network traffic

points. In this emerging market, network

equipment manufacturers the complete
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equipment manufacturers are now faced

solution they need to get to market faster

months–further increasing the need
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products, and services.
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Protection Switching

Switch to Agilent

The Agilent Advantage
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electromechanical limitations. Some
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product to market.

they need to protect service integrity.
Only Agilent offers manufacturers and
their customers an all-optical switching
solution with no compromises.

All-optical Networking:

Optical Crossconnect (OXC)

Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers (OADMs)

The Benefits Are Clear
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A Breakthrough

Modular and Scalable

Reliable

Photonic Switching Platform

The industry's first compact all-optical

The simple Agilent photonic switching
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Faster Time to Market
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This simple switch technology creates
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